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Scaffolding and access solutions for the Construction Industry

Introduction

Inner City Scaffolding provides innovative, bespoke  
scaffolding and access solutions with cost and safety our priority.
 
Incorporated in 2016, Inner City has a proven track record in always 
exceeding our client’s expectations in terms of design and delivery. 

We continually evaluate our work practices and always strive to be at 
the forefront of OH&S compliance, innovation and good practice.

Based in Thurrock Inner City work with an extensive range of  
clients within the construction industry in London and the South East 
and provide services in the following sectors:

• Rail
• Commercial
• Demolition
• Residential 

Inner City holds CHAS, Constructionline RISQS, FORS and Scaffolding 
Contractors Association accreditations giving our clients peace of mind.

All our operatives are PTS trained.



Equality & Diversity

UK legislation sets minimum standards for companies to support 
successful workplace diversity and equality is covering age, disability, 
race, religion, gender and sexual orientation, among others.

Inner City firmly believes in this by giving value to all workers by  
benefiting and embracing their differences. We go beyond the 
government standards and aim higher when building a fully inclusive 
environment that contributes to our employee’s well being and  
success.

Environmental

As a company, we have recognised our responsibilities for 
environmental practices regarding our operations and the service
offered to our clients.

The following are incorporated into our working procedures:

•  ensuring our customers and suppliers are working to their own 
  environmental and legislative responsibilities

• only using specific waste disposal facilities where control and 
  environmental compliance is proven to be of the highest level.

•  investment in vehicles and equipment conform to the latest
 environmental guidelines. 

• Continual environmental training to all our workforce

Copies of all our policies are available on request.

Supporting Charities

Inner City actively support local charities with donations and 
workday help placements in the Thurrock area.

Sponsorship
 
We are very active in the sponsorship of sport at both the professional 
and grassroots level. These include:

• Joint sponsorship of the ‘The Surveyors Cup’. A five aside football  
 event that brings together over 40 construction industry 
  professionals, whilst raising money for sports-associated charities.

• Sponsorship of professional boxer Denzel (2 Sharp) Bentley.
 The fast-rising middleweight force Denzel Bentley is signed to  
 famous boxing promoter Frank Warren. Denzel has his eyes on the  
 prize and is looking to become British Middleweight Champion.

• Sponsorship of Football etc
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68 King William Street

Category: Commercial

Scope of works: A highly complex 
scaffolding solution erected from the 
existing roof of the building to facilitate 
every requirement during the  
construction phase.

Roof Works
The roof works consisted of three 
truss out scaffolds from the front,  
East and West balconies with huge 
hangers spanning front to back.

Two temporary roofs spanning front 
to back.

Beamed cantilevered independent to 
the cupola.

Low level
30m cantilever loading gantry over 
the underground entrances and exit.
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St Bartholemew’s Hospital 
Rochester, Kent

Category: Commercial

Scope of works:  Over 1700sqm of 
a temporary roof, over 10,000sqm of 
scaffolding works providing access 
externally and internally to the main 
and surrounding buildings. 
 
Scaffolding included hanging and 
demolition with hoist solutions.  
Birdcages to allow access platforms 
for roof works. 

Crash decks for demolition.

St Bartholomew’s Hospital was closed 
in 2016 and was the oldest hospital in 
England. The building is being 
 redeveloped to create 155 homes. 

With the age of the building, we faced 
some challenges, which included 
weak floors and unstable ground. We 
overcame this with back propping 
and beam to ease loading on specific 
areas.

Additionally, because the roof works 
were at different heights, we ensured 
all areas were watertight using a  
specialist roof flashing system.
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Ilford Station 

Category: Commercial

Scope of works: To design and erect 
independent scaffolding at Ilford  
Station for the external cladding of the 
ticket office.

As with all rail projects, the design and 
planning process is critical for any work 
programmed over a short period.

These works were carried out over a 
48-hour possession, with 12 hour back 
to back shifts to meet a tight deadline.

 Our experience allowed the client to 
request a design change four hours 
ahead of schedule and still keep to the 
programme.
 
Inner City made the beam sections be-
fore commencing the works, and each 
section lifted in by crane to support 
towers founded within the footbridge.
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Bentley House

Category: Commercial 

Scope of works: The project  
involved different phases of  
scaffolding works. These included a 
full building wrap, loading gantry and 
a temporary roof cover. 

The works were for refurbishment 
project for an existing client. It 
required both internal and external 
scaffolding.

Commencing with a full building 
monarflex wrap which allowed access 
for window and facia works combined 
with the construction of an additional 
floor.

Additionally we erected a loading  
gantry with a pedestrian walkway  
underneath which was double  
boarded and wrapped in monarflex  
for maximum protection.

Internally Inner City provided edge 
protection for stairwells and birdcag-
es for the ground floor refurbishment.
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Ilford Station

Category: Demolition - Rail 

Scope of works: To design and erect 
independent scaffolding at Ilford 
Station for demolition works over the 
Christmas period.

As with all rail projects the design and 
planning process is critical with any 
work being undertaken over a short 
posession

These works were carried out over 
the Christmas and new year period.  
We erected independent scaffolding 
walkway that sat on beams that in turn 
sat on tubes that were clamped to the 
wall. 

Inner City also supplied an  
independent scaffold for the side  
entrance  to allow a new station  
entrance steel tower and power  
supplies to be installed. 

Our works continued at Ilford Station 
throughout the year to enable the 
client to continue with the completion 
of a new station hall and entrance.
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Allen Court

Category: Demolition

Scope of works:  To provide  
full protection scaffolding for the  
deconstruction of a Tower Block. 

Scope of works: To design and  
provide full protection scaffolding for 
the deconstruction of a Tower Block.

Allen Court was a panel system built 
tower block in Ealing. Located very 
close to a mainline railway our client 
used the deconstruction method. 

Fire retardant debris netting and 
monarflex covered the scaffolding to 
protect the surrounding area from 
debris.
 
This project came third in the World 
Demolition Awards.
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Bracknell Storage

Category: Commercial

Scope of works: Independent 
external scaffolding for a major 
refurbishment project to provide office 
and storage space

Inner City designed and erected
an independent scaffold spanning 235 
meters around the building and 18 
meters high. 

The addition of three rubbish chutes 
at different levels allowed waste  
materials from an internal strip out.

To complete the works we installed 
a small temporary roof to provide 
weather protection to the generator 
room to complete our works.
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Sutton House

Category: Demolition

Scope of works:  To provide  
full protection scaffolding for the  
top down demolition of an office block.

Carlton House was an eighteen storey 
office block located next to a major 
railway line and therefore the top 
down method had to be used.

Scaffolding was erected on all sides 
of the building and covered in fire 
retardant monarflex. 
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Harrow Road

Category: Commercial

Scope of works: A free-standing 
heavy-duty loading gantry 10kn pms 
to support cabins and protect  
pedestrians on the footpath below. 
Plus independent scaffolding at 2 0 
meters high to front, side and back.

The independent scaffolding enabled 
the brickwork contractors to build up 
walls to the concrete frame. A beamed 
section was used on the other side 
spanning the party wall to allow the 
supply of materials to the bricklayers.
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Cross Lane

Category: Commercial

Scope of works:  A construction  
project to build two thirty-five  
apartment blocks. The requirement 
was for two fully boarded independent 
scaffolds at floor level lifts with  
branded fire retardant wrapping.

Block A was under a meter away from 
a neighbouring building which meant 
that Inner City was required to build a 
beamed horse scaffold. The  
scaffolding came out of the building 
to support a cantilever scaffold. It 
measured 20 meters in length, taking 
up additional 6 meters for external 
brickwork.

Both blocks required staggered level 
heavy duty beamed loading bays to 
allow crane loading to every level. 

Additionally, to this, we were required 
to adapt both scaffolds to incorporate 
intermediate rope uplifts for 
the bricklayers. 

A hoist tower runoff on block A to 
provide loading for the goods hoist. 
erected.
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Contact

For more information on our  
services:

T: 01708 932 304
e: info@innercityscaffolding.co.uk 
w: www.innercityscaffolding.co.uk



Inner City Scaffolding Limited,
Newcastle House.
Oliver Close,
West Thurrock 
Essex RM20 3EE

T: 01708 932 304
e: info@innercityscaffolding.co.uk 
w: www.innercityscaffolding.co.uk




